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  Chapter 31 Red Rope Bracelet 

  The next day, inside the school. 

  Tang Qianzhong was sitting in her position using red rope as a thread, weaving a bracelet, which 

was dotted with a small pearl wrapped with something like pollen, looking beautiful. 

  In contrast to her quietness, everyone else was talking about the same thing - Lu Òfishing was 

absent from school again. 

  The cause was a news story about her father being green. 

  Just this morning, an authoritative newspaper published an article reporting that Lu Qintian, the 

former chairman of the Lu Group, had raised his daughter for someone for more than ten years before 

he was born without knowing it, and that during this time, his wife Chen Lan still kept in touch with her 

lover. The newspaper published a chat log that revealed that Lu Xinqing, the eldest daughter of the Lu 

Group, was not born to Lu Qintian. 

  The most controversial thing is that after his death, Lu Qintian left all his inheritance to his wife and 

eldest daughter, leaving no half share to his younger daughter. 

  When this news came out, Lu Xinqing immediately became the object of everyone's sympathy. 

  The literary member at the front table came back to her to talk: "Qianzhu, have you seen the news, 

Lu Qingyu is so pitiful." 

  "Not interested." Tang Qianzhu didn't raise her eyelids and twisted a small bead into the string. 

  The literary member narrowed his eyes and said, "With my ten years of experience in reading 

novels, here, there must be a conspiracy, first of all, Lu Òfishing was born by his ex-wife, she had a very 

poisonous stepmother, who did not love her and did not want her to share the old man's property, so, 

poisoned and killed Lu Òfishing her father, and finally, monopolized the property! Do you think so?" 

  Tang Qianzhong had a calm face and didn't say anything. 

  Literary member skimmed his mouth, casually, suddenly stared at her hands, nose also could not 

help but smell, "good fragrance ...... good smell, this inside is fragrance? You do to your boyfriend?" 

  She did not wait for Tang Qianzhuo to make a sound, and touched the red rope: "The texture of this 

rope is so special, ah, feel so comfortable, and I used to use are different, where did you buy ah? Wow, 

this incense smells really comfortable, do you still have it? Give me some, I'll give you money." 

  Tang Qianzhong faintly raised his eyes to look behind her and said, "The teacher is here." 

  The literature member immediately put away his smile and turned around to sit with a serious face. 

  This section is a math class. 

  The math teacher's surname is Yan, first name Su, and is otherwise as serious as her name: serious. 



  At this moment, the two class officers were handing out the classmates' last homework, and it was 

quite quiet around, just then - 

  "Tang Qianzhong, stand up for me." Yan Su held a straightedge, against the podium, posture is very 

dominant. 

  Tang Qianzhong stood up with little expression. 

  "Tell me, why didn't you turn in your homework twice in a row?" 

  "Okay, you do not have to say, I gave you enough time to write you do not write, no matter what 

the reason is I do not accept. 

  This kind of behavior of yours is typical of individualism, not united and not friendly, I have already 

told your class teacher, in order for you to review yourself deeply, for the next week, your math class 

will go with me to the key class to observe, take this opportunity, you also see that people who are 

better than you, also work harder than you!" 

  "Wow--" As soon as Yan Su's words fell, the others cast envious glances at Tang Qianzhuo. 

  Tang Qianzhuo's face was a bit annoyed, "Thank you, teacher, but I was born to be rotten and can't 

hold up the wall, you don't have to worry about me." 

  Yan Su was furious: "I'm not discussing with you, I'm informing you, all right, sit down." 

  This class, Tang Qianzhong became the key object in the teacher's eyes, but the slightest move of 

desertion, will be shouted. 

  Her eyebrows were slightly knitted, and her eyes were three parts annoyed. 

  It's really annoying to be a student. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 32 - THE UNINVITED 

  When it was time for school to end, Tang Qianzhong was in no hurry to leave. 

  On the one hand because of reading the messages in her phone, on the other hand because she 

doesn't like to crowd the stairs with people. 

  Her sense of smell is as overly sensitive as her sense of hearing, but she doesn't have a weak 

hearing device, so once she gets to a crowded place, she will smell all kinds of smells, especially in 

summer, the complex smells that will drive her crazy. 

  There are quite a lot of messages, and she picks the important ones to look at... 

  Black Chicken: Boss, things are going well as you expected, they definitely won't be able to sign the 

contract in the next few days~] 

  After talking for more than ten minutes, she got up and walked out. 

  The school building had quieted down, and not many people could be seen around. 

  She still didn't take the elevator and went down the stairs unhurriedly. 



  Almost to the first floor, the sound of laughter came from the bottom. 

  There were three men and four women standing at the bottom of the stairs, Feng Chuchu and Lin 

Wenyu were among them. It was lunch time, they had agreed to go outside to eat together in the 

restaurant, there was still one person who had not arrived, so they waited here. 

  The first few people were laughing and talking, but as soon as Tang Qianzhong appeared, the 

laughter weakened. 

  Everyone's eyes are more or less the same, the common denominator is that they all despise the 

girl in front of them. 

  Some, despise her ordinary dress, some, despise her solitary style. 

  Some even didn't even look at her, didn't put her in their eyes at all. 

  She walked through the crowd slowly, calmly, ignoring them. 

  When she was almost far away, Lin Wenyu gave a startled cry, "I was just thinking about things, I 

forgot to call my cousin and have dinner together." 

  Feng Chu Chu pulled her back, "Don't you! If you ask her to join you, we won't take you." 

  Lin Wenyu bowed her head and looked pitiful. 

  Shi Cheng'an looked at them twice and said, "Come on, why hurt your temper over a nobody, let's 

go and have dinner." 

  Lin Wenyu looked up, "There is positive to come over?" 

  "Just sent me a message, waiting for us in front of the school." 

  - 

  Tang Qianzhong soaked in the cake store in front of the school for a while and bought something to 

eat. 

  The woman who eats is not the same as she normally is, in the words of the black chicken: like a 

rabbit nibbling on a radish. 

  She does love food, which is a good habit she has developed since childhood. 

  Filling her stomach, she walked towards the East Street and had to pass through a small alley on 

the way. 

  As soon as she turned the corner, she saw an interesting scene - 

  Several people, Lin Wenyu, surrounded by seven or eight social youths, were pulling out their 

belongings and putting them into a bag. 

  "Hurry up! Want to be beaten up ah!" A youth with a cigarette in his mouth was holding a stick to 

scare Xu Youzheng. 



  Shi Chengan protected Feng Chuchu, his eyes were cold: "I warn you, you'd better let us go 

immediately, or I'll make you regret it immediately!" 

  A dark-skinned man laughed and suddenly gave Shi Chengan a punch in the stomach, "Warn us, 

huh? You sue!" 

  Another punch. 

  Shi Cheng'an held his tongue, still protecting Feng Chuchu who was crying out. 

  The others were also frightened and hurriedly handed over their things. 

  "Big brother, it's really right to come here, there's so much oil." 

  "Cut, these are nothing, look at these people, which one is not rich second generation rich third 

generation, these are just a meal money for them ...... tsk, little sister, what are you crying for, come 

over here brother." 

  He waved at Feng Chuchu. 

  Feng Chu Chu cried even more. 

  Shi Chengan wrinkled his eyebrows, "We have already given you the money, it's time to let us go!" 

  Big brother smiled, "No hurry, no hurry." 

  The people on the other side, also moved against Lin Wenyu a few female. 

  Xu Youzheng was punched several times for protecting them. 

  Just then, someone called out, "Big brother, here comes a more correct one!" 

  Everyone turned around and focused on Tang Qianzhong's cold face. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 33 - SISTER, YOU ARE HANDSOME! 

  A few social youths had red hearts in their eyes. 

  Tang Qianzhuo, however, looked calm, still did not stop until the man stood in front of her and 

blocked the way. 

  "Little sister, where are you going?" 

  Tang Qianzhuo slightly hooked her lips: "Get out of the way." 

  A few people looked at each other and smiled, lewd and greasy. 

  The elder brother of several people reached out to touch her chin, "Let brother give you a 

massage~" 

  Several people coaxed laughter, one of them, eyes contemptuous, pull out a cigarette, about to 

light, suddenly, there was a scream. 

  A look over, their big brother hand was bent by Tang Qianzhong bending, followed by a kick in the 

vitals, one-handedly dropped the person to the ground! 



  Fast, accurate and fierce! 

  The moment the big brother fell to the ground, everyone shuddered. 

  The man who was about to light a cigarette was already dumbfounded. 

  Tang Qianzhong's eyes faintly skimmed the ground, reached out to take another recognition of the 

smoke, put into the lips and sip, cold and lazy eyes raised, a touch of natural gangster along the corners 

of the eyes out, pink lips although not stained with a trace of lipstick, but beautiful to die, a gentle 

movement, heartstrings, "fire." 

  The man was inexplicably attracted to her, the contempt in his eyes has long been replaced by 

infatuation, hand, fiendishly pull out a lighter to her to light the fire. 

  She gently inhaled, slowly exhaled mist, "Want money?" 

  Several social youths fiercely shake their heads: "No, no, no!" 

  Tang Qianzhong raised her eyebrows, nodded, then stuck the cigarette in her mouth on the man's 

ear: "This way, more dominant." 

  The words fell, she walked forward. 

  "Cousin, you wait for us." Lin Wenyu suddenly spoke out. 

  The few people, Feng Chu Chu, also followed behind her, a group of people stood behind Tang 

Qianzhu like a chicken, only Shi Chengan still tense face did not go over, feel no face. 

  Tang Qianzhu glanced at the social youth: "Do not misunderstand, we are not together." 

  Lin Wenyu instantly changed his face: "Cousin, how can you do this!" 

  Tang Qianzhu did not pay attention to her, and slowly walked away, behind, there was also the 

vague sound of Feng Chuchu crying. 

  At this time, she suddenly felt a flash in her eyes. 

  Turning her head, she saw a little boy holding a camera carrying a small backpack standing in the 

alley to her right. 

  Her face was cold: "What are you doing, kid?" 

  The boy put down the camera and came running with a smile: "Sister, you were so handsome!" 

  Tang Qianzhong looked at the familiar features in front of her, and a flash of color flashed in her 

eyes. 

  She looked away, "Why are you here?" 

  "I came here on purpose to look for sister, I've been waiting at the school entrance for a while, I 

didn't call you when I saw you teaching the hooligans just now." 

  "Sister, is that the kung fu you learned from Master Song Ya? So powerful, I also want to learn." 



  "Mom and Dad wouldn't let me bother you, so I enrolled in a martial arts school, and a while ago 

we attended an intensive training, and I can now fight a whole set of moves." 

  He looked up at Tang Qianzhuo with a glowing expression of admiration in his eyes. 

  Tang Qianzhuo glanced at the little brat, who was less than nine years old, with a light expression, 

"Who brought you here?" 

  "I came here by myself in a car, the family driver has been tricked by me to go shopping." He 

laughed playfully. 

  It couldn't be helped, Dad wouldn't let him see his sister, not all the time, so that was all he could 

do. 

  "I have something to take care of, call your driver to come pick you up and take you back." She said. 

  Tang Qianheng thought for a moment and nodded. 

  Tang Qianzhong waited with him nearby and bought him something to eat during that time. 

  When she was called "sister", it was hard to say how she felt. 

  A bit uncomfortable. 

  Fifteen minutes later, the Tang family's driver came, look at the expression is already frightened, 

rushed to pick up the little ancestor. 

  "Wait." Tang Qianzhong called out to him. 

  The driver turned around, "Missy, you want something?" 

  "Don't talk to that person, he came to see me." 

  The driver was stunned, then understood, "I know." 

  Seeing the car go away, Tang Qianzhong also walked away. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 34 - YOU HAVE A LOT OF THOUGHTS 

  Chapter 34 

  Tang Qianheng didn't go home. 

  After he heard that his dad's company had an urgent matter to deal with, he immediately tried to 

get the driver to take him to buy a gift, and then he went to the Feng family. 

  It was hard to see his sister, so he wanted to chat for a while longer. 

  Just after he arrived at the Feng family, a warm aunt led him to a house where many maids were 

moving things to a room. 

  "Heng'er, look, your sister is staying with my son tonight, are you happy? Auntie is so happy!" Qiao 

Shiwan was laughing so hard that she couldn't even close her mouth. 

  As soon as she heard her son talk about it today, she was excited until now. 



  Tang Qianheng pursed his lips in thought and suddenly asked, "Auntie's son, is he very powerful?" 

  Qiao Shiwan opened her eyes, "That's for sure." 

  "Can you beat my sister? If you can't, I won't agree to this marriage." 

  Qiao Shiwan's smile froze, and the hand that was touching the little one's head couldn't help but 

tighten a few points, laughing, "You have a lot of thoughts, you kid." 

  --- 

  On the other hand, after Feng Chu Chu's few people were robbed out, they were finally able to get 

out of that alley. 

  The first thing Feng Chuchu wanted to do was to call the police. 

  But he was stopped by Shi Chengan. 

  "Chu Chu, leave this matter to me, I remember the appearance of those few people, I will make 

them pay." 

  The other person said, "Who is not good enough to mess with, but to mess with the people of the 

three families, they are dead." 

  Shi Chengan's eyes were much darker. 

  Turning his head, he explained to the others that they could not leak this matter out. 

  The second youngest of the Shi family, he was actually robbed by someone, will not let people 

laugh? 

  "Tang Qianjiao just too much, saying what we are her classmates ah, this favor is not even help, if 

she said a word, my bag is not robbed!" A girl said indignantly. 

  "A person without conscience, sooner or later there will be retribution!" 

  Lin Wenyu pursed her lips and said, "You guys don't blame her, she's been like this since she was a 

child, more cold-hearted, it's just a habit, there's not much malice." 

  "Wenyu, why are you still speaking for her? We also have eyes to see, no amount of good words 

can cleanse her!" 

  Xu Youzheng looked at the girl, "You can't say that, people are not familiar with us, ah, to help is a 

good intention, not to help is also reasonable, I think she just handsome, you say, she is not a boxing 

practice? That strength is so strong?" 

  "Shut up, don't mention this person again." Shi Chengan coldly warned him. 

  Xu Youzheng did not speak again. 

  After such an incident, several girls' makeup was also blown, so they cancelled their plan to go to 

the restaurant for dinner and went back to their own homes. 

  At the same time, Lu's Group, a board meeting from 10:30 am to now, still not finished. 



  On the projector, the news of the day was placed, it was the matter of Lu Qintian being green. 

  At the entrance of the meeting room, a wild and unrestrained girl with short hair held a big chair 

against the door, sitting on top of the chair, crossing her legs, holding her arms over her chest, scattering 

evil and violent eyes staring at them. 

  On the oval conference table, there were several middle-aged men and women sitting, all of whom 

were directors of Lu's. Each director was very serious. 

  Each director is very serious, the face is unspeakable look. 

  In the middle of the meeting, sat Lu Xinqing and his wife, while Chen Lan, who was one of the 

parties involved, was not present. 

  Lu Xinqing was annoyed, and a face with delicate makeup covered with fire. 

  Suddenly, she got up: "Today was supposed to be the day of signing a contract with Yi Huan, 

obviously a great thing, but it was stirred up by you guys, the company lost, it's also your loss, are you 

guys stupid?" 

  A director spoke up, "We have to look at the chairman's will, only the documents signed by the real 

heir of the group are valid." 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 35 - WHY DO YOU WANT TO HELP ME? 

  Chapter 35 

  Lu Xinqing's face went white for a moment and then laughed, "What are you talking about? I'm my 

father's daughter, what's wrong with him leaving the company to me? How dare you question me?" 

  Someone laughed, "If that's the case, why did your mother say those words to her lover?" 

  At the mention of this, Lu Xinqing's face turned red with anger, "This matter is just nonsense, a 

deliberate hype by people with a heart! Whoever believes it is stupid! I don't have time to spend with 

you. 

  I don't have time to spend with you. With that, she left the table, pulling her husband towards the 

door. 

  Lu ÒÒÒÒ flexed her long legs and rested on the chair, smiling: "If things are not resolved, none of 

you will walk out of here today." 

  "Settlement? The media is shameless, and you have no brain? I am your sister, and you dare not 

recognize?" 

  "No, what do you want? Even if it's true, what does it have to do with the company? My father-in-

law personally said before he died that he would give the company to Xinqing to manage, this is true, as 

for what is said on the news, that is a family matter, you can't control it, right?" Lu Xinqing's husband 

said hurriedly. 

  Lu Xinqing laughed, "You admit it, don't you?" 



  Lu Xinqing: "What am I admitting? This is just an assumption! ÒFish, you should stop being 

unreasonable and making people look at you funny, because of this childish move of yours today, you 

have already caused the loss of the company!" 

  "Loss of what? Face, huh?" Lu Xinqing said sarcastically, "Single eyelids, big garlic nose, windy ears, 

tsk, you say, your mother and my father don't have these characteristics, how come you have them? 

Genetic mutation?" 

  As soon as these words fell, Lu Xinqing's face showed a heartfelt weakness visible to the naked eye. 

  After a second, she laughed coldly: "I understand, you are jealous that dad left all the property to 

me, so you set me up behind my back, Lu Xinqing, you are so childish and selfish! No wonder dad is not 

willing to leave anything to you!" 

  After saying that, she turned around fiercely and said to the directors, "Since I have sat in the 

position of Lu's chairman I won't ...... ah!" 

  Without waiting for her to finish her words, Lu ÒÒfished grabbed her hair and pulled her back, 

making a move to slam into the wall. 

  "What do you want to do? Let her go!" 

  Lu Xinqing's husband rushed over, but he tripped over the chair that Lu Òfishing had casually 

pushed over. 

  A few strands of hair stuck to the corners of Lu Xinqing's mouth, making her smile more and more 

cold, "Listen, if it is proven that you are not my father's daughter, I will not only make you get out of the 

Lu family, but also make you get out of the capital!" 

  Lu Xinqing was really frightened, but still had a ruthless face, "You just lead your own show, see 

who cares about you." 

  At this moment of tension, there was a knock on the door and a voice came from the door, "Hello, I 

am the lawyer commissioned by Miss Lu Xinqing, now we have found strong evidence to prove that Miss 

Lu Xinqing is not the biological daughter of Mr. Lu Qintian." 

  Everyone's color changed. 

  Lu Xingyu was suspicious and opened the door. 

  Outside the door, a man in a suit walked in with the documents and showed them to everyone. 

  "This is the information related to Ms. Chen Lan when she gave birth to Miss Lu Xinqing, enough to 

support that she is not Mr. Lu Qintian's biological daughter." 

  The arrival of this lawyer set off a storm of wind and rain, instantly hitting the Lu Xinqing couple in 

the face, and the two of them fled the conference hall in haste and went back to discuss 

countermeasures. 

  Afterwards, Lu Xinqing left the lawyer behind and looked at him very warily, "Who are you? Why 

are you helping me?" 



  The lawyer smiled, "Miss Lu, please follow me." 

  Lu Nailfish followed him all the way down and finally came to a Bentley car. 

  As soon as the car door opened, a shocked glint appeared in her eyes. 

  In the back seat of the car, Tang Qianzhong slowly turned his head, a pair of beautiful peach 

blossom eyes, hooked with a few points of interest towards her. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 36 - SINCERE INVITATION 

  Chapter 36 

  When Lu ÒÒfishing saw her, she was first surprised, then frowned, "How is it you?" 

  Tang Qianzhu tapped the narrator's position twice, "Sit down and talk." 

  Lu ÒÒ fish hands in the pockets, a defensive face: "have fart quickly." 

  Black Chicken couldn't help but give a "heave-ho" and said, "You girl, our boss is kind enough to 

help you, how do you talk?" 

  LuÒÒs eyes shot up and she laughed coldly, "Boss?" 

  She looked at Tang Qianzhu with a very unbelievable gaze, "Who the hell are you?" 

  Tang Qianzhu held a photo between her two fingers and tossed it to her, "This person, do you 

recognize him?" 

  Lu Nailfish gently caught the flung photo, lowered her eyes and looked at it, a flash of surprise 

swept across her eyes instantly. 

  "Looks like I know him." Tang Qianzhong came to a conclusion. 

  Then, slowly said: "You were seven years old with Professor Xu to help him as an assistant to do 

experiments, 15 years old back home, and then with his father's proposal to reform the company, and 

then Professor Xu suddenly died, your proposal was not adopted by your father, since then, you will play 

with the Chang'an Street gang all day long, on the surface is a big change in temperament behavior, in 

fact, in order to guard the area. In fact, it is to facilitate the guarding of the underground laboratory 

there." 

  After a pause, Tang Qianzhong slightly hooked his lips, "If my guess is correct, that laboratory was 

established by Professor Xu to avoid trouble, for so many years, he has been secretly carrying out a 

certain pharmaceutical experiment that was ordered to stop eighteen years ago, right?" 

  The gaze of Lu Òfishing at her became deep and vaguely defensive. 

  "What do you want?" 

  Tang Qianzhong said shallowly, "Do you know Yun Huan?" 

  Lu Nailfish's palms were sweating, "Yes, so what?" 

  Tang Qianzhu smiled slowly, "I am her daughter." 



  Lu ÒÒ fish eyes astonishment burst collapse, for a long time, did not say a word. 

  Tang Qianzhi gave a look black chicken, let him take out a contract. 

  "This is the contract, I sincerely invite you, to enter my research group." 

  "In exchange, I will set things right for you with Lu Xinqing, you should be clear that if Lu Xinqing 

really signs a contract with Yihuan, Lu will become a general under Yihuan's banner in the near future." 

  Lu Xinqing pinched the edges of the contract, "Why should I trust you?" 

  Tang Qianzhong is not in a hurry, only said, "You can think about it, after all, with your own 

strength, to guard Professor Xu's laboratory is still very strenuous, if that trouble comes up, you can not 

cope." 

  With these words, her eyes turned to the front, "Black chicken, drive." 

  The black chicken answered, immediately got into the car, closed the door and drove away. 

  Lu ÒÒ fish cupped the contract in her hand for a long time, did not leave from there. 

  --- 

  Black Chicken looked at the time, exactly 1:30, so he asked, "Boss, back to school?" 

  "......" did not respond. 

  Looking in the mirror, he saw Tang Qianzhong leaning against the back seat with his head slightly 

tilted, asleep. 

  He hurriedly turned off the music, and even breathed as quietly as possible. 

  He has followed this girl for almost three years, from the beginning to despise her, to now 

completely obedient, a lot of emotions. 

  Every decision she makes is very precise and hits the nail on the head. 

  Like this time, for example, she just provided a direction for him to check towards Lu Xinqing's birth 

data, and it easily stopped the signing. 

  She also found a breakthrough in the underground laboratory that Lu Xinqing had worked so hard 

to guard, and from the entrance of Lu Xinqing's activity trajectory in the past six months, she found out 

the truth as soon as she checked. 

  Although very powerful, but after all, it is a physical mortal body, will also be tired. 

  It would be nice to have someone to share half of it for her. 

  Black chicken thought around, but did not find the right person. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 37: NOT KNOWING THE SKY IS HIGH 

  Chapter 37 

  After returning to school, Tang Qianzhong slept for the rest of the afternoon. 



  To her, nothing was more hypnotic than the sound of the teacher's lecture. 

  But this action also made almost all the teachers in the class shake their heads and lament at her, 

with eyes full of disappointment. 

  Xue Ying, as the class teacher, had already entertained the idea of going to the principal's office to 

request that Tang Qianzhong be transferred to the wind chasing class. 

  However, she was still given a chance, so she was called to the office after school in the afternoon. 

  Tang Qianzhi washed her face before heading to the office. 

  She knocked on the door and went in, and several teachers inside were busy with their own work. 

  The first thing you need to do is to get to the teacher's desk, and she called out "teacher". 

  Xue Ying did not look up, looking down at a competition notice, then turned her head to talk to the 

teacher behind her, and they talked for a while. 

  After that, it was the teacher who gave her a wink and told her to pay attention to Tang Qianzhong. 

  Only then did Xue Ying turn around and ask slowly, "Do you still have the heart to learn?" 

  Tang Qianzhao seemed to think for a second and said, "It's okay." 

  Xue Ying was angry and laughed, "Not bad? I think you just can't!" 

  "Count yourself, how many classes have you slept in this week since you transferred here?" 

  Tang Qianzhu said softly: "Sleeping, it does not affect the teacher's lecture, right?" 

  "Not affect the lecture, but you affect the class average, according to your situation, the bottom of 

the class is designated, then the whole class will have to give you even points!" 

  Tang Qianzhong raised his eyebrows: "It should not be, I am still a little confident." 

  Xue Ying was amused, "Confidence? Where do you get the confidence? You know what the other 

classmates are saying about you?" 

  The moment these words fell, Lin Wenyu and Feng Chuchu walked in arm in arm, holding papers 

and homework books in their hands. 

  When Xue Ying saw the two of them, she said, "Just in time, Wenyu, Chuchu, you two tell her what 

everyone usually says about her?" 

  Lin Wenyu immediately showed a difficult look, biting her lips and looking at Feng Chuchu, 

"Teacher, this ...... we are not too sure." 

  "What's not clear?" Feng Chu Chu laughed and looked at Tang Qianzhu and said, "Everyone says 

you are a relative of the principal and came in by the back door, with your grades, you can't even step 

into the school door of the attached middle school, with you as a drag, our senior year, trying to beat 

other schools, will be tougher than previous years." 

  Tang Qianzhong lightly related: "The results are out?" 



  Feng Chuchu just wanted to say something back, but Xue Ying waved her hand. 

  Xue Ying said, "Although the test has not yet been taken, but your results are predictable, today 

called you here, just to give you a chance, if you continue to sleep in class and not be serious in the 

future, then I have to transfer you to the wind chasing class." 

  Tang Qianzhong's eyes twinkled, "What if I didn't hold everyone back?" 

  Xue Ying bowed her head and laughed, "OK, if you can be in the top twenty-five in the class next 

week, I won't care about you in future classes, but if you are in the bottom ten of the class, move me to 

the wind chasing class obediently." 

  Tang Qianzhong nodded very calmly, "Okay." 

  She ignored Xue Ying's sarcastic smile and reached for the competition notice. 

  Chemistry Olympiad. 

  "What, you want to participate?" Xue Ying smiled again. 

  Tang Qianzhong put down the notice sheet, "Maybe." 

  "There's nothing, I'll leave first." 

  Xue Ying held back her smile and waved her hand, letting her out. 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 38 - STOP HER! 

  Chapter 38 

  As soon as she went out, Xue Ying and the other teachers couldn't help but puff out a laugh. 

  "Really newborn calves aren't afraid of tigers, the more unaccomplished students are, the more 

they don't know the sky is the limit." 

  Saying that, they looked at the two Lin Wenyu. 

  "Wenyu, Chu Chu, you two are the hope of our school, this time you must just play smoothly and 

finally go to France will not be a problem." 

  Lin Wenyu gently nodded, "I will try my best, teacher." 

  This news, she brought back to the Tang family. 

  Tang Yi and the old lady, Tao, were quite happy to hear it. 

  Lin Wenyu not only got into the key class of the attached middle school, but was also a member of 

the chemistry competition class, this point, made him very dignified. 

  After all, in the upper class circles of the capital, except for the Feng family Feng string has such a 

brilliant "record", this down to their Tang family. 

  The Feng string is also five or six years older than Lin Wenyu, so at this age, Lin Wenyu has no rival. 



  Yun Ruyi laughed: "Mom, Brother Yi, not to boast, but with my understanding of Wen Yu's 

performance, this time to fight to France is a sure thing, by the time you get the gold medal, you can 

directly guarantee the famous school, but also save a lot of time, then the child will be free, we will go 

on a good trip as a family." 

  Tao smiled lightly and didn't say anything. 

  At this time - 

  "Dad, grandma, actually cousin also wants to participate in this competition, I think she also has 

quite a chance to win." 

  Tang Yi immediately pulled a face, "It's good that she didn't disgrace me!" 

  Lin Wenyu said softly, "But, my sister said to the teacher in the office today that even if she sleeps 

in class, she won't hold the class back, I think she's quite sure of herself." 

  Tang Yi put down his chopsticks, not succeeding in signing a contract with Lu's today already made 

him upset, and now when he heard such a thing, he was even more annoyed. 

  Yun Ruyi glanced at her husband's face, so she asked her daughter, "How did she get called to the 

office?" 

  "Well ...... seems to be because cousin did not comply with discipline in class, the teacher got angry 

and wanted to transfer her to chase the wind class, but still wanted to give her a chance, so she talked 

to her ......" 

  "Indisputable thing!" Tang Yi slapped down his chopsticks. 

  Then told Yun Ruyi: "Say hello to the school side, in the future, whatever competition such things, 

don't let her participate, save her from losing face!" 

  Tang's has always invested money to support various activities and construction of the annex, so it 

has been highly respected by the leaders. 

  It's not a problem to stop a student. 

  Yun Ruyi is difficult: "This is not good, the child also has a dream ah." 

  "She doesn't even have the ability, what dream to talk about! All right, I have decided, no one 

should say more, just do as you are told!" 

  The old lady Tao saw this scene, sighed lightly, and did not say anything. 

  --- 

  The night was thick, Tang Qianzhong got out of the car and let the black chicken go back to rest. 

  As soon as she reached the gate, a fluorescent-colored ball rolled towards her. 

  With a flick of her foot, she intercepted the ball. 

  "Woof!" 



  The white fluffy Samoan yelled at her through the iron gate. 

  She approached slowly with the ball in her hand, which was spinning rapidly in her fingers. 

  The Samoyed looked dumbfounded and forgot to bark. 

  The doorman opened the door for her, so she walked in, with Samoyed following behind her. 

  "Your master, it's around here, right?" 

  Although she didn't see it, she smelled the faint scent of peppermint milk. 

  It was around here. 

  Besides this smell, there was ...... 

  distinguished whose scent it was, the idleness on her face dispersed a little. 

  The ball was casually tossed to the Samoyed and left to play on its own. 

  Not surprisingly, after a flower bed across the road, she saw the Feng Xin, who was entangled by 

Tang Qianheng. 

  At this moment, the picture is somewhat funny - 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 39: MOST GIRLS ARE NOT WHAT THEY SAY THEY ARE 

  Chapter 39 

  A eight or nine year old skin child holding a small toy longsword in one hand, a hug Feng Xin's thigh, 

like an octopus, can not shake off the kind. 

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

  However, the little brat is not afraid of him at all, instead, he used his legs to hold his legs: "No 

matter, you do not compete with me today, I will not give you chase my sister." 

  Feng Xin narrowed his eyes, his voice slightly cold: "Who said I want to chase your sister?" 

   

  The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers. 

  The children are the most troublesome. 

  The eyes glanced at the old Yu behind: "still not come over to help?" 

  The old Yu held back a laugh, he had never seen the young master, who had always been calm and 

collected, show such a helpless look, so he just laughed. 

  Hearing this, he went forward to pull the little guy away. 

  Tang Qianheng but backward "swoosh" waved a few times toy sword, "do not come over oh!" 

  The old Yu stopped, "Young master, you can see, I have no choice." 



  Feng Xin frowned and stared down at the child who looked like Tang Qianzhu, saying, "Let go, I'm 

not chasing your sister." 

  Tang Qianheng immediately asked, "Then why do you live with my sister?" 

  Feng Xin: "You can ask her yourself." 

  "What you mean is, does my sister like you?" 

  Tang Qianheng's mind was turning extremely fast. 

  Feng Xin was not interested in discussing such issues with a child, it was childish and a waste of his 

time. 

  "My sister likes you? Why? I don't think you have anything to like about her other than your good 

looks." 

  Feng Xin: "......" 

  Lao Yu covered his mouth and laughed. 

  Suddenly, when he raised his eyes, he saw Tang Qianzhong over here. 

  "Miss Tang is back." 

  Feng Xin heard the sound and looked over to the left. 

  Tang Qianzhao slowly approached, without saying a word. 

  When Tang Qianheng saw her, he consciously let go of Feng Xin and ran at her. 

  "Sister! Where have you been? It's been so long since school ended." 

  Tang Qianzhu didn't answer. 

  "Sister, do you like him?" 

  Tang Qianzhong faintly raised her eyes and looked at Feng Xin. 

  Then, moved away. 

  "No." 

  Very direct. 

  As she said that, she was already walking towards the house. 

  Feng Xin stood in the same place, his expression as still as a pool of water. 

  The old Yu lightly coughed: "Young master, it seems that you guessed wrong." 

  Feng Xin's face is cold, Xu Xu said: "Girls, most of the mouth is not the heart." 

  Lao Yu: "...... Well, what you say is also true." 

  Feng Xin is a person who never doubts his judgment, in the business world, and in other areas, too. 



  With the addition of Tang Qianheng, tonight's dinner was extra lively. 

  As soon as the meal was over, Tang Qianzhong sent him out. 

  Tang Qianheng pestered her, "Sister, why don't you let me stay here too, I don't want to go home 

and live with those two people, they are so hypocritical, they treat me well on the surface, but behind 

the scenes they ask the maids to make soup for me with pork that is about to expire, and they talk bad 

about me in front of dad." 

  Before these words, Tang Qianzhu had been expressionless. 

  It was only when she finished these words that the color of her eyes, fluctuated a little. 

  "What you said, is it true?" 

  "Really, I also heard them say that after the birth of my little brother, there will be no place for me 

in the family, they were secretly saying that." 

  Tang Qianzhu stopped walking. 

  Tang Qianheng looked at her, expecting her to agree. 

  But heard her say, "This world is originally weak and strong, if you don't want to be a stepping 

stone for others, try to be the strongest one." 

HIS WIFE IS THE REAL BIG BROTHER - CHAPTER 40 CASUAL LOOK 

  Chapter 40 

  After sending Tang Qianheng away, Tang Qianzhong walked back. 

  When she passed by the front yard of the main building, she happened to see Feng Chu Chu 

walking towards the main building hall with a servant. 

  While carrying the skirt, she instructed the maid behind her, saying, "Hold it carefully, this is all 

Master Yuanxin's new work of the last six months, if you break it, you'll look good!" 

  Tang Qianzhu stopped walking and frowned slightly. 

  The original heart master's new work in the past six months? 

  Heh. 

  She shook her head, then continued to walk back. 

  After passing through the archway, she came inside the Sealed String solitary building. 

  A family-type basketball court, Feng Xin leaning against the net wall, from time to time pick up a 

ball to throw far, let the Samoan to pick up. 

  Tang Qianzhu stared at his back for a while, thinking that he would not go back to his room for a 

while. 

  So, she moved away from her eyes and took a step into the building. 



  The process of walking, her footsteps steady, calm, remove the weak hearing, smoothly tied up the 

black hair, zipping up clothes, a series of actions, clean and sharp. 

  When she arrived at the second floor, she turned on the anti-piracy jammer in her pocket, even if 

there was a pinhole camera, it would be instantly disturbed. 

  This time, she went straight to the sealing string bedroom and entered the bathroom. 

  As soon as she removed the weak hearing device, all kinds of noise converged into her ears, and 

she could only focus on one area and listen carefully. 

  She was reassured by the fact that there was no tendency for the movement within the basketball 

court to move. 

  So thinking, she quickly turned on the light inside the bathroom and surveyed the entire bathroom. 

  It looked, well, normal. 

  An array of male items, and a somewhat overly large bathtub. 

  She listened for a moment against the wall immediately next door, and sure enough, she found 

something wrong. 

  It was certain that the middle was not solid. 

  Then, leaning down again, she listened for a while against the floor. 

  There was nothing unusual in the first half, and as soon as I got closer to the tub surroundings, I 

heard a slight humming sound. 

  Much like the sound in a seashell. 

  She followed the bathtub and slowly felt around. 

  Suddenly, she touched something. 

  On her face, a smile instantly spread. 

  Found it. 

  The next second, her smile disappeared and her gaze went to the bathroom door. 

  By coincidence, she saw Feng Chan, who was catting there, dumbfounded. 

  The two looked at each other: "......" 

  One crouched beside the bathtub fumbling, and one crouched outside the bathroom door, poking 

out a head to look inside. 

  The difference is that the bathroom is brightly lit and only an orange night light is on in the 

bedroom. 

  The lining is Feng Chan, how to look, are scattered with a sneaky air. 

  After being discovered, Feng Can pretended to be calm and stood up, "What are you doing?" 



  Tang Qianzhong regained his composure for a second, and slowly straightened up. 

  "Looking for something." 

  "You're looking for something too?" 

  Tang Qianzhu slowly walked towards him, the corners of her mouth picked up a shallow curve, 

"Too?" 

  Her eyes flowed with a touch of confidence in her hand, without a half-heartedness, naturally 

taking the dominant position. 

  Feng Can also did not care to lie, "I'm looking for my brother's car keys, what's wrong?" 

  The whole family does not have a car of their own, can be suffocating. 

  The fact that his brother has so many cars, he wants one to drive, it's normal, right? 

  But his brother said nothing to relent, he had to come to find it himself. 

  "What about you, what are you doing in my brother's bathroom?" 

  Tang Qianzhong's eyes glanced towards the door and did not speak for a moment. 

  Two seconds later, Feng string's long figure, appeared in the doorway, indifferently watching the 

scene. 

  The company's main goal is to provide a solution to the problem. 

  The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing. 

  Tang Qianzhu looked at Feng Xin and Feng Chan, then said in a shallow voice: "Just looking." 

 


